
Leganto Instructor Highlights - September 2020

November 2020 Sneak Peek
• Edit multiple citations in Leganto
• Usability enhancements to the Leganto interface
• Create new reading lists by importing a CSV file - administration tool

• NERS Enhancement (ID #6444): Change the status of a completed citation when a tag is added or removed

Main Enhancements

Usage Insights for the Library for Fulfillment Decisions
September 2020 Leganto
Librarians can now get insights on the usage of citations on a list, via a new job called "Citations Insights job". This job
identifies citations with high or low usage on a variety of metrics. These insights can help inform purchasing and licensing
decisions regarding the appropriate number of licenses or copies required to support the students taking the course. To run
this job, go to Admin > Run a Job > Citations Insights job.

For more information on running jobs, see Running Manual Jobs on Defined Sets.

Before running the job, you first select a set of citations. Then you can select the usage insights you would like to receive by
checking the checkboxes. For each, you enter a value to represent your definition of high or low usage. For example, for
High demand loan insight, you can enter 20 to indicate that 20 or more loans per copy is considered a high value and will
trigger the high demand loan insight.

The values you enter must be whole numbers, and cannot be less than zero.

The usage insight options include:

• High demand loan insight: Citations for physical resources where the number of loans per copy is equal to or greater
than the defined ratio.

• Low demand loan insight: Citations for physical resources where the number of loans per copy is equal to or lower

Citation Insights job configuration screen
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than the defined ratio.

• High demand reserve loan insight: Citations for physical resources in a specific location where the number of loans
per copy is equal to or greater than the defined ratio.

• Low demand reserve loan insight: Citations for physical resources in a specific location where the number of loans
per copy is equal to or lower than the defined ratio.

• High usage insight: Citations for electronic portfolios where the number of views per concurrent license is equal to or
higher than the defined number.

• Low usage insight: Citations for electronic portfolios where the number of views per concurrent license is equal to or
lower than the defined number.

For all insights, the usage is calculated based on the start and end dates of the citation’s course. When the citation is used
in multiple courses, the calculation is based on the earliest start date and the latest end date.

You can view the results in the Job Report:

Click on an individual insight to view the citation details for the insight:

For the high demand and low demand reserve loan insights, you must also define the library and location or locations
that you would like to include. For example, you may wish to only report on items in a specific reserve or short-loan
location.

Note

The high usage and low usage insights require that concurrent users are mapped to a license section and configured
to display in the license terms in Alma.

Alma only checks titles where all of the portfolios have a defined concurrent user license term. If there are multiple
portfolios for a citation and one does not have a concurrent user restriction, the citation is skipped. Otherwise, Alma
calculates the usage per concurrent user license for all portfolios for the citation.

Note

Citations Insight job report
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Add Permalinks to Exported Files
September 2020 Leganto

NERS Enhancement (ID #6804)
In Leganto, you can now add permalinks to exported files using the new permalinks option in the Export dialog. This option
is available when exporting to Word, PDF, and Excel files.

For Word files, this option is only available when you have selected the Expanded List Reading Style.

The permalinks are embedded in the exported file.

Example of citation details for an insight

Permalinks option
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Student Success Measurements - Opt In Service
September 2020 Leganto
Until now, student activity in Leganto was anonymized, and only cumulative usage statistics were presented for the group
of students in a course. Your institution can now opt to save usage statistics for individual students, which is viewable in
Leganto by instructors, as well as collect analytics on individual students' engagement with the reading list in the analytics
engine. Librarians are able to view this data in Alma's analytics. For more information on the analytics engine, see Leganto
Student Usage.

To opt in, the institution must sign the opt-in form, Leganto Student Success Measurements Service Opt In 2020.pdf, and
send it to the Ex Libris support department. Once the form has been received, our support team enables this feature in our
backend. You then receive an opt-in notice explaining the basic terms of this service. Information pertaining to Data Subject
Rights can be viewed here.

Once the feature has been turned on by our support team, the unique identifier of each user is stored along with the
existing data in Leganto's analytics engine (see Leganto Student Usage). Historical data is kept anonymized, and only new
student usage is tracked per unique identifier.

To enable usage statistics in Leganto, you need to set a new flag in the Leganto Features table (Leganto Configuration >
Features > Leganto Features), called list_analysis_student_usage.

list_analysis_student_usage flag

Once the flag has been activated in the Leganto Features table, the instructor can select Usage per Student in the View
Lists Analysis dropdown to view the usage data per student.

Permalinks in Word file
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If Usage per Student is selected, then the Usage Per Student display opens, with the following statistics per student:

• # of full text views of citations

• # of likes on citations

• # of citations marked as Done

You can filter the usage by section and by citation.

Once the Usage Per Student feature has been enabled for the institution, any student has the right to be forgotten
(according to GDPR guidelines). This means they can ask to delete their individual data. For this, the student needs to
contact the library staff at the institution, who can then select Remove Leganto Usage in the user screen in Alma:

Any users with a Patron role have this checkbox, but the Usage for Student is only recorded on actions that can be

The instructor sees the dropdown only if both list_analysis flag and the list_analysis_student_usage flag are
enabled in the Leganto Features table. If only the list_analysis flag is enabled in the table, then clicking on the View
Lists Analysis icon activates the Cumulative Usage function. If only the list_analysis_student__usage flag is enabled
in the table, then clicking on the View Lists Analysis icon opens the Usage per Student display.

Note
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performed by students. Once this checkbox has been checked, data will no longer be collected on the student, and all past
data on them will be erased.

If your institution opted into the service, you can open a support ticket with Ex Libris to opt out of it. The deletion of student
information will be available as of the October 2020 release.

For more information on Usage per Student, see Working With Reading Lists.

Improved Search for Courses in Alma
September 2020 Leganto

NERS Enhancement (ID #6870)
Previously, staff users could search for courses only from the Course's page (Fulfillment > Course Reserves > Courses).
With this enhancement, staff users can now use Alma's simple and advanced searches to search for courses by selecting
Courses and specifying All or any of the following supported search fields: Course Code, Course Code (Include
Section), Course Name, Course Notes, Instructor Name, Searchable ID, Section, and Year. For more information, see
Searching in Alma.

After searching for courses using Alma's Repository Search or the Courses page, staff can now filter course search results
by selecting any of the following facets:

• Course Status

• Associated Lists:

◦ Exist (number of courses)

◦ None (number of courses)

• Processing Department

• Academic Department

• Campus

• Year

• Terms list

Simple Repository Search
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For more information, see Managing Courses.

Submitter of Reading List Appears in Alma
September 2020 Leganto

NERS Enhancement (ID #6856)
In Alma, in the Review Requester column of the Reading List page, the name of the instructor who submitted the reading
list for the library to review now appears. For more information on reading lists, see Managing Reading Lists.

The review requester also appears in the Edit Reading List page.

In addition, in Leganto, when an instructor has submitted a reading list, a tooltip will appear above the Library Review
button, indicating when it was sent and by whom.

New Course-Related Facets in Course Search Results

Review Requester column

Edit Reading List - Review Requester
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Additional Enhancements
• September 2020 Leganto

The PDF viewer has been updated.

In addition, when a PDF is added to a citation in Leganto, it can be embedded by the instructor. A new flag now allows
the PDF to be embedded automatically by default. This flag is located in the Leganto Features table, found in Leganto
Configuration > Features > Leganto Features.

If the flag value is set to true, the PDF is embedded by default and is downloadable. If the flag is left blank or set to
false, the PDF is not embedded by default. If the flag is set to readonly, then the PDF is embedded by default, but is
not downloadable in the brief or full citation views. For more information on embedding files into citations,
see Configuring Other Leganto UI Elements.

• September 2020 Leganto
A new Guided Tours mapping table allows you to activate/deactivate individual guided tours. The table is found in
Leganto Configuration > Features > Guided Tours.

This table replaces the Guided Tours flag, which has been removed from the Leganto Features mapping table. For

Flag to embed PDF by default

Guided Tours mapping table
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more information, see Configuring Other Leganto UI Elements.

For more details, see Configuring Other Leganto UI Elements.

• September 2020 Leganto
In the Bolk Settings table (found in Leganto Configuration > List Management > Bolk Settings), a new feide_id flag
allows you to enter a user identifier code. When BOLK copyright is enabled, the user identifier code allows BOLK to
see which institution submitted the copyright request. For more information on Bolk integration, see Integrating with
Bolk.

• September 2020 Leganto

You can now configure translations of the text in two areas, using the Customer Labels table (found in Leganto
Configuration > General > Customer Labels):

◦ The File Upload Copyright Options area in Leganto

◦ The text of any new video you add to the Guided Videos section

For the File Upload Copyright Options, when a value in the Code column of the Customer Labels table matches a
value in the Text column of the File Upload Copyright Options table, and you select a language in Leganto, the
corresponding copyright option in the File Upload Copyright Options area of Leganto appears with the value in the
matching Translation column of the Customer Labels table for that language.

Likewise, for the Guided Videos, when a value in the Code column of the Customer Labels table matches a value in
the Guided Video column of the Guided Videos table, and you select a language in Leganto, the corresponding
copyright option in the Guided Videos area of Leganto appears with the value in the matching Translation column of
the Customer Labels table for that language.

For instance, if you added a video called Creating_a_list_video in the Guided Videos table, and you wish to translate
the video name into French, then in the Customer Labels table, you can select French from the Filter dropdown, and
add a row to the Customer Labels table whose Code value matches the Creating_a_list_video value from the Guided
videos table. In the Translation field, you can then enter the translated name of the video.

When French is selected as the language in Leganto, the guided video appears with the translation you entered into
the Translation field of the Customer Labels table.

Guided Tours table: Creating_a_list_video

Customer Labels table: Translation
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• September 2020 Leganto
A new display_hathitrust_ignore_copyright flag has been added to the Leganto Features table, found in
Leganto Configuration > Features > Leganto Features. If the display_hathitrust_availability flag is turned on, and
you are not a Hathitrust member, you must turn off the new display_hathitrust_ignore_copyright flag in order to
restrict your access to copyrighted Hathitrust materials. For more information, see Configuring Other Services for
Leganto.

• September 2020 Leganto
The bolk_production parameter has been added to the Leganto Customer Setting mapping table (Configuration
Menu > Leganto > List Management > Bolk Settings) to allow customers to indicate whether Bolk API requests
should be sent to the Bolk production server. The following values are valid: true (use Bolk production server) or false
(use Bolk sandbox server for testing only). For more information, see Integrating with Bolk.

• September 2020 Leganto
The following new CDI material types have been added to the Primo Material Type Mapping page (Configuration
Menu > Leganto > Discovery > Primo Material Type Mapping) to allow you to map these types from Primo to
Leganto: web_resource, report, and dataset.

• September 2020 Analytics
Reading lists without citations are now displayed in the Course Reserves subject area.

Resolved Issues
• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00855518

Previously, when getting a price from Rialto (either manually in Leganto or via a job), multiple ISBN values were not
supported. Now they are supported, and when there is a list of ISBN numbers, the price for the first ISBN located will
be returned.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00855004
In Alma, the code length of the Additional Reading List Statuses Code table has been increased from 20 to 50
characters.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00862243
In Alma, inside a course, the students tab wasn't functioning correctly. This has been fixed.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00807678
In Alma, when you go to Leganto Configuration > UI > Branding and click "Reset", it used to reset Alma branding as
well as Leganto branding. Now it only resets Leganto branding.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00718144
In Leganto, exporting citations to an EndNote file didn't map the fields correctly. This has been fixed.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00839557
Input fields in Leganto have switched to a darker blue color.
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• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00800700
The User Settings in Leganto was displaying even when configured not to. This has been fixed.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00860617
Typos for certain sites have been fixed in the CiteIt! supported sites list.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00853045
In Leganto, the librarian was not able to duplicate locked lists. This has been fixed.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00862339
In Alma, the Activate/Deactivate Course Job didn't support multiple courses. This has been fixed. This is documented
in further detail in "View Changes Made by Jobs" above.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00804158
A UI issue in the CiteIt! Window when long text was used has been fixed.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00838911
In Leganto, when uploading a reference file without references, a clearer error message is displayed.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00757118
Leganto Questions were displayed when configured not to, in certain circumstances. This has been fixed.

• September 2020 Leganto
In Leganto, the Academic Department field used to be automatically populated when creating courses on the fly. This
has been fixed, so that now it is left empty and can be later updated by the library if necessary.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00857932
In Leganto, the SAML session timeout didn't redirect users to SAML login page. This has been fixed.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00852890
In Leganto, instructors received some notifications that they shouldn't have. This has been fixed.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00847451
In Alma, the Citation Bulk Update job didn't report on unchanged citations. This has been fixed, with a new "Citation
Not Updated" event that counts how many citations were not updated.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00823643
In Alma, some purchase requests could not be deleted. This has been fixed.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00850732
In Alma, the requester note was missing in purchase requests created by rules. This has been fixed.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00807789
The search for citations in Leganto used to have problems with "AND" and "&". This has been fixed.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00755999
In Leganto, Section breadcrumbs didn’t work correctly. This has been fixed.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00789519
In Alma, purchase requests created from citations didn't function correctly. This has been fixed.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00798529
In Leganto, citations didn't display the View Online link in certain cases. This has been fixed.

• September 2020 Leganto SF: 00869562
For PrimoVE customers, when using Cite It! on a DEDUPed item in Primo the metadata was retrieved incorrectly. This
has been fixed.
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